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The Mortgage Process

_MERS_
MERS
Get a loan from the
bank, secured by a
Mortage

Bank has the option to
sell or hold the
mortgage

Loan gets sold, most
likely through MERS

Loan is cut up into
“tranches” and
packaged as Mortgage
Backed Securities

Investors buy pieces
of Mortgage Backed
Securities

• Not all homes go beyond the second step
• But if your home enters the black box…
– The trail of p
public records stops
p completely,
p
y, usuallyy until foreclosure begins
g
• The homeowner has no idea who is now on the other side of the contract he/she signed
• This is just as murky from the investor side as it is from the borrower’s
– Investors have no way to know the quality of what they’re buying in the first place
– Investors may be told their investment has become worthless,
worthless but have no way of confirming it

– Your loan and home become investments, and are treated accordingly
• You stop dealing with people who know you personally
• It becomes more difficult to gget a loan modification
• Those same investments come back to you in the “Risk Cycle” (see next slides)

Setting The Stage for Chaos
Government
encourages loose
lending practices

Federal Reserve
Provides Easy Money
for Lendingg

Deregulation
removes
separation
between savings
and investing
institutions
And of course,
we pay the
government
for doing such
a good job of
looking out
for our
interests

The Risk Cycle
y
Bailout when
it turns out
this mess
doesn’t work!

How Ratings Work:

• “But that loan to the risky
borrower looks like a
quality investment to me”

• “That
That cluster of loans to
risky borrowers smells like
quality to me”

Mortgages Bundled and
Securitized. Risk is
disguised

Come back as MBS’s
to be sold as high
quality investments

Investment
House buys
Mortgages, takes
risk away from
banks, in hopes
of passing it on to
i
investors
t

Taxes

• “That borrower has bad
credit better charge a
credit,
higher interest rate”

Pay the
Mortgage and
Interest

We do all the
paying, AND end up
with the risk
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• A foreclosure can be completed in 210days
– 90 days after the first missed payment the process begins with the receipt of a
notice of default (NOD)
– 90 days after the notice of default is issued, the banks may issue a notice of trustee
sale (NOS) which will also be printed in the newspaper along with the date of the
auction
– Auction can occur 20 days after NOS. In this time period it is likely the bank will no
longer accept your payments.
– If the property is sold or returned to the bank, the eviction process can begin with a
3 day notice, then the normal eviction process takes 30‐45 days to complete

• All this happens without ever getting the chance to defend yourself in court
– California is a non‐judicial foreclosure state
– In order to receive due process, you must sue the banks or go into bankruptcy, both
of which are costly
costly, and even then there is little oversight
– These cases are rarely heard by the judge, and even more rarely are they won

Dual Track – It’s a RACE!
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• Unless you are in one of the Federal loan mods, which you must ask for specifically,
YOUR HOUSE IS BEING PROCESSED FOR FORECLOSURE AT THE SAME TIME!
• You will not be considered for a loan modification until after you’ve received a
notice of default – this is not a law, it’s just the way banks work
• It typically takes 2 months for the bank to start looking at application papers… but
those
h
papers need
d to b
be less
l
than
h 1 month
h old
ld
• Papers get “lost” all the time
• Banks frequently approve a loan mod, AND complete a foreclosure at the same
time,
i
and
d you can guess which
hi h one sticks
i k

The Cost of Fighting Foreclosure
• Well before any payments are
missed, the economic impact of
foreclosure is felt
• Even the lifestyle changes can prove
to be costly in the long term
• A financial advisor will tell anyy
customer to give up the home
instead of cutting into savings, but
that is not the natural response of
most “responsible”
responsible homeowners
– There’s a stigma against foreclosure –
failing at the American Dream, being
perceived as a deadbeat, etc.
– Homeowners go to extraordinary
lengths to keep their homes, and the
lives they’ve built

• Foreclosure lawyers typically charge
hundreds per hour, with no
guarantee any of it will actually save
your home
– NOTE: We do recommend seeking
legal advice as soon as possible!

Hardship

• Lose Job
• Unplanned Medical Expenses
• ???Unknown???

Lifestyle
Changes

• Cut Unnecessary Spending
• Eg: sending kids to college
• Put off necessary spending
• Eg: medical checkups

Financial
Impact

• Dig into Savings
• Go deeper into Debt
• Borrow from 401k
• Borrow from
f
Relatives
l

Foreclosure

• Missed Payment
Payment, Notice of Default
Default,
Notice of Sale… etc.
• Hire a Lawyer

This Cycle Needs to Be BROKEN!

…but how?

